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1. -

– read the following key words and phrases, name the theme of the text;
– underline key words in the text;
– place logically the following sentences;
– divide the text into three parts: introduction, main part, conclusion;
– read the text (paragraph), underline unknown words.
2.

– read the first paragraph, find the sentence which has the basic information;
– choose the sentences which describe ….;
– indicate the paragraph which tells about …;
– find (write, name) main (key) facts which tell about …;
– explain the following idea about ….
3.

– answer the following questions;
– explain the drawing which is given to the text;
– agree / disagree with the following statements;
– enlarge the following statements;
– find issues which are connected with the main idea of the text.

–
–
–
–
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Bezlyudna V. The authentic text as a basis of students oral and written language 
(speech) development.

The authentic text as a basis of students oral and written language (speech) development is 
considered in the article. According to the modern researches, the article describes the stages of 
students work with the foreign-language text which promote the development of oral speech.

The author emphasizes that students work with the foreign-language text helps teacher to 
promote interest to study foreign languages, to develop creative capabilities, imagination, 
mental student’s activity, to activate lexico-grammatical material, to develop the ability of oral 
and writing speech.

The author gives a system of exercises:
– pre-reading exercises (f. e. read the following key words and phrases, name the theme 

of the text, underline key words in the text, place logically the following sentences, underline 
unknown words etc.);

– reading exercises (read the first paragraph, find the sentence which has the basic 
information, choose the sentences which describe, indicate the paragraph which tells about, find 
(write, name) main facts which tell about, explain the following idea about);
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– after reading exercises (answer the following questions, explain the drawing which is 
given to the text, agree / disagree with the following statements, enlarge the following 
statements, find issues which are connected with the main idea of the text etc.) focused as on 
language skills and abilities development, as well as on abilities of text creative reconsideration 
formation.

After reading the stage of the writing speech is conducted, that realizes the principle of 
autonomy, when writing text is created for the achievement of communicative effect.

The offered system of writing text exercises is not universal. It is only one of oral and 
writing speech possible variant of studies on the basis of authentic text.

The author comes to the conclusion that the process of work with writing text promotes 
students motivation to study English, promotes understanding the contents of the text better, 
helps to decide problem of oral and writing foreign studying speech.

Key words: oral and written language (speech), authentic text, development of 
communicative skills, communicative competence, text exercises, students work, foreign-
language text.
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